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BASIC TWO-STROKE TUNING Changing the power band of your dirt bike engine is simple when you know the basics. A myriad of different aftermarket accessories is available for you to custom tune your bike to better suit your needs. The most common mistake is to choose the wrong combination of engine components, making the engine run worse than stock. Use this as a guide to inform yourself on how changes in engine components can alter the powerband of bike's engine. Use the guide at the end of the chapter to map out your strategy for changing engine components to create the perfect power band. TWO-STROKE PRINCIPLES Although a two-stroke engine has less moving parts than a four-stroke engine, a two-stroke is a complex engine because it relies on gas dynamics. There are different phases taking place in the crankcase and in the cylinder bore at the same time. That is how a two-stroke engine completes a power cycle in only 360 degrees of crankshaft rotation compared to a four-stroke engine which requires 720 degrees of crankshaft rotation to complete one power cycle. These four drawings give an explanation of how a two-stroke engine works. 1) Starting with the piston at top dead center (TDC 0 degrees) ignition has occurred and the gasses in the combustion chamber are expanding and pushing down the piston. This pressurizes the crankcase causing the reed valve to close. At about 90 degrees after TDC the exhaust port opens ending the power stroke. A pressure wave of hot expanding gasses flows down the exhaust pipe. The blow-down phase has started and will end when the transfer ports open. The pressure in the cylinder must blow-down to below the pressure in the crankcase in order for the unburned mixture gasses to flow out the transfer ports during the scavenging phase. 2) Now the transfer ports are uncovered at about 120 degrees after TDC. The scavenging phase has begun. Meaning that the unburned mixture gasses are flowing out of the transfers and merging together to form a loop. The gasses travel up the back side of the cylinder and loops around in the cylinder head to scavenge out the burnt mixture gasses from the previous power stroke. It is critical that the burnt gasses are scavenged from the combustion chamber, in order to make room for as much unburned gasses as possible. That is the key to making more power in a twostroke engine. The more unburned gasses you can squeeze into the combustion chamber, the more the engine will produce. Now the loop of unburned mixture gasses have traveled into the exhaust pipe's header section. The gasses aren't lost because a compression pressure wave has reflected from the end of the exhaust pipe, to pack the unburned gasses back into the cylinder before the piston closes off the port. This is the unique super-charging effect of two-stroke engines. The main advantage of two-stroke engines is that they can combust more volume of fuel/air mixture than the swept volume of the engine. Example: A 125cc four-stroke engine combusts about 110cc of F/A gasses but a 125cc two-stroke engine combusts about 180cc of F/A gasses. 3) Now the crankshaft has rotated past bottom dead center (BDC 180 degrees) and the piston is on the upstroke. The compression wave reflected from the exhaust pipe is packing the unburned gasses back in through the exhaust port as the piston closes off the port the start the compression phase. In the crankcase the pressure is below atmospheric producing a vacuum and a fresh charge of unburned mixture gasses is flowing through the reed valve into the crankcase. 4) The unburned mixture gasses are compresses and just before the piston reaches TDC, the ignition system discharges a spark causing the gasses to ignite and start the process all over again. CYLINDER PORTING The cylinder ports are designed to produce a certain power characteristic over a fairly narrow rpm band. Porting or tuning is a metal machining process performed to the cylinder ports (exhaust & transfers) that alters the timing, area size, and angles of



the ports in order to adjust the power band to better suit the rider's demands. For example, a veteran trail rider riding an RM250 in the Rocky mountain region of the USA will need to adjust the power band for more low end power because of the steep hill climbs and the lower air density of higher altitudes. The only way to determine what changes will be needed to the engine is by measuring and calculating the stock engine's specifications. The most critical measurement is termed port-time-area. This term is a calculation of a port's size area and timing in relation to the displacement of the engine and the rpm. Experienced tuners know what the port-time-area values of the exhaust and transfer ports should be for an engine used for a particular purpose. In general, if a tuner wants to adjust the engine's power band for more low to mid range he would do the following things. Turn down the cylinder base on a lathe to increase the effective stroke (distance from TDC to exhaust port opening). This also retards the exhaust port timing and shortens the duration and increases the compression ratio. Next the transfer ports should be narrowed and re-angled with epoxy to reduce the port-time-area for an rpm peak of 7,000 rpm. The rear transfer ports need to be re-angled so they oppose each other rather than pointing forward to the exhaust port. This changes the loop scavenging flow pattern of the transfer ports to improve scavenging efficiency at low to mid rpm (2,000 to 5,000 rpm). An expert rider racing mx in England would want to adjust the power band of an RM250 for more mid to top end power. The cylinder would need to be tuned radically different than for trail riding. Here is an example. The exhaust port would have to be raised and widened to change the port-time-area peak for a higher rpm (9,000 rpm). For either of these cylinder modifications to be effective, other engine components would also need to be changed to get the desired tuning effect. CYLINDER HEAD Cylinder heads can be reshaped to change the power band. Generally speaking, a cylinder head with a small diameter and deep combustion chamber, and a wide squish band (60% of the bore area). Combined with a compression ratio of 9 to 1 is ideally suited for low to mid range power. A cylinder head with a wide shallow chamber and a narrow squish band (35-45% of bore area) and a compression ratio of 8 to 1, is ideally suited for high rpm power. There are many reasons why a particular head design works for certain types of racing. For example; a head with a wide squish band and a high compression ratio will generate high turbulence in the combustion chamber. This turbulence is termed Maximum Squish Velocity, MSV is rated in meters per second (m/s). A cylinder head designed for supercross should have an MSV rating of 28m/s. Computer design software is used to calculate the MSV for head designs. In the model tuning tips chapters of this book, all the head specs quoted have MSV ratings designed for the intended power band changes. CRANKSHAFT There are two popular mods hop-up companies are doing to crankshafts; stroking and turbo-vaning. Stroking means to increase the distance from the crank center to the big end pin center. There are two techniques for stroking crankshafts; weld old hole and re-drill a new big end pin hole, or by installing an off-set big end pin. The method of weld and re-drilling is labor intensive. The off-set pin system is cheap, non-permanent, and can be changed quickly. In general, increasing the stroke of a crankshaft boosts the mid range power but decreases the engine's rpm peak. The term "Turbo-Crank" refers to a modification to the crankshaft of a two-stroke engine, whereby scoops are fastened to the crank in order to improve the volumetric efficiency of the engine. Every decade some hop-up shop revives this old idea and gives it a trendy name with product promises that it can't live up to. These crank modifications cause oil to be directed away from the connecting rod and often times



the vanes will detach from the crank at high rpm, causing catastrophic engine damage. My advice, don't waste the $750! CARBURETOR In general a small diameter carburetor will have high velocity and a good flow characteristic for a low to mid rpm power band. A large diameter carburetor works better for high rpm power bands. For 125 cc engines a 34mm carburetor works well for supercross and enduro and a 36 or 338 mm carburetor works best for fast mx tracks. For 250 cc engines a 36 mm carburetor works best for low to mid power bands and a 39.5 mm carburetor works best for top end power bands. Recently there has been a trend in the use of air-foils and rifle-boring for carbs. These innovations are designed to improve air flow at low throttle openings. Some companies sell carb inserts, to change the diameter of a carb. Typically a set of inserts is sold with a service of over boring the carb. For example; a carb for a 250cc bike (38mm) will be bored to 39.5mm and two inserts will be supplied. The carb can then be restricted to a diameter of 36 or 38mm. REED VALVE Think of a reed valve like a carburetor, bigger valves with large flow-areas work best for high rpm power bands. In general, reed valves with six or more petals are used for high rpm engines. Reed valves with four petals are used for dirt bikes that need strong low end and mid range power. There are three other factors to consider when choosing a reed valve. The angle of the reed valve, the type of reed material, and the petal thickness. The two common reed valve angles are 30 and 45 degrees. A 30degree valve is designed for low to mid rpm and a 45 degree valve is designed for high rpm. There are two types of reed petal materials commonly used, carbon fiber and fiberglass. Carbon fiber reeds are lightweight but relatively stiff (spring tension) and designed to resist fluttering at high rpm. Fiberglass reeds have relatively low spring tension so they instantly respond to pressure that changes in the crankcase, however the low spring tension makes them flutter at high rpm thereby limiting the amount of power. Fiberglass reed petals are good for low to mid power bands and carbon fiber reeds are better for high rpm engines. Boyesen Dual Stage reeds have a large thick base reed with a smaller thinner reed mounted on top. This setup widens the rpm range where the reed valve flows best. The thin reeds respond to low rpm and low frequency pressure pulses. The thick reeds respond to higher-pressure pulses and resist fluttering at high rpm. A Boyesen RAD valve is different than a traditional reed valve. Bikes with single rear shocks have off-set carbs. The RAD valve is designed to redistribute the gas flow to the crankcases evenly. A RAD valve will give an overall improvement to the power band. Polini of Italy makes a reed valve called the Supervalve. It features several mini sets of reeds positioned vertically instead of horizontally like conventional reed valves. These valves are excellent for enduro riding because of improved throttle response. In tests on an inertia chassis dyno show the Supervalve to be superior when power shifting. However these valves don't generate greater peak power than conventional reed valves. Supervalves are imported to America and sold by Moto Italia in Maine. EXHAUST PIPE The exhaust pipe of a two-stroke engine attempts to harness the energy of the pressure waves from combustion. The diameter and length of the five main sections of a pipe, are critical to producing the desired power band. The five sections of the pipe are the head pipe, diffuser cone, dwell, baffle cone, and the stinger. In general, after market exhaust pipes shift the power band up the rpm scale. Most pipes are designed for original cylinders not tuned cylinders. Companies like MOTOWERKS custom computer design and fabricate pipes based on the cylinder specifications and the type of power band targeted. SILENCER



Silencers come in all sorts of shapes and sizes. A long silencer with a small diameter enhance the low to mid power because it increases the bleed-down pressure in the pipe. A silencer with a short length and a large core diameter provides the best bleed-down pressure for a high rpm engine. Too much pressure in the pipe at high rpm will radically increase the temperature of the piston crown and could cause the piston to seize in the cylinder. FLYWHEEL WEIGHTS The flywheel is weighted to improve the engine's tractability at low to mid rpms. There are two different types of flywheel weights, weld-on and thread-on. A-Loop performs the weld-on flywheel weight service. Steahly makes thread-on flywheel weights. This product threads onto the fine left-hand threads that are on the center hub of most Japanese magneto rotors. normally the threads are used for the flywheel remover tool. Thread-on flywheel weights can only be used if the threads on the flywheel are in perfect condition. The advantage to weld-on weights is they can't possibly come off. External rotor flywheels have a larger diameter than internal rotor flywheels so they have greater flywheel inertia. Internal rotor flywheels give quicker throttle response. AFFECTS OF THE IGNITION TIMING Here is how changes in the static ignition timing affects the power band of a Japanese dirt bike. Advancing the timing will make the power band hit harder in the mid range but fall flat on top end. Advancing the timing gives the flame front in the combustion chamber, adequate time to travel across the chamber to form a great pressure rise. The rapid pressure rise contributes to a power band's "Hit". In some cases the pressure rise can be so great that it causes an audible pinging noise from the engine. As the engine rpm increases, the pressure in the cylinder becomes so great that pumping losses occur to the piston. That is why engines with too much spark advance or too high of a compression ratio, run flat at high rpm. Retarding the timing will make the power band smoother in the mid-range and give more top end over rev. When the spark fires closer to TDC, the pressure rise in the cylinder isn't as great. The emphasis is on gaining more degrees of retard at high rpm. This causes a shift of the heat from the cylinder to the pipe. This can prevent the piston from melting at high rpm, but the biggest benefit is how the heat affects the tuning in the pipe. When the temperature rises, the velocity of the waves in the pipe increases. At high rpm this can cause a closer synchronization between the returning compression wave and the piston speed. This effectively extends the rpm peak of the pipe. HOW TO ADJUST THE TIMING Rotating the stator plate relative to the crankcases changes the timing. Most manufacturers stamp the stator plate with three marks, near the plate's mounting holes. The center mark is the standard timing. If you loosen the plate mounting bolts and rotate the stator plate clockwise to the flywheel's rotation, that will advance the ignition timing. If you rotate the stator plate counterclockwise to the flywheel's rotation, that will retard the ignition timing. Never rotate the stator plate more than .028in/.7mm past the original standard timing mark. Kawasaki and Yamaha stator plates are marked. Honda stators have a sheet metal plate riveted to one of the mount holes. This plate insures that the stator can only be installed in one position. If you want to adjust the ignition timing on a Honda CR, you'll have to file the sheet metal plate, with a 1/4in rat-tail file. AFTERMARKET IGNITIONS The latest innovation in ignition systems is an internal rotor with bolt-on discs that function as flywheel weights. PVL of Germany makes these ignitions for modern Japanese dirt bikes. Another advantage to the PVL ignition is that they make a variety of disc weights so you can tune the flywheel inertia to suit racetrack conditions.



MSD is an aftermarket ignition component manufacturer. They are making ignition systems for CR and RM 125 and 250. MSD's ignition system features the ability to control the number of degrees of advance and retard. These aftermarket ignition systems sell for less than the OEM equivalent. TIPS FOR BIG BORING CYLINDERS In the mid nineties, European electro-plating companies started service centers in America. This made it possible to over bore cylinders and electro-plate them to precise tolerances. This process is used by tuners to push an engine's displacement to the limit of the racing class rules, or make the engine legal for a different class. When you change the displacement of the cylinder, there are so many factors to consider. Factors like; port-time-area, compression ratio, exhaust valves, carb jetting, silencer, and ignition timing. Here is an explanation of what you need to do when planning to over bore a cylinder. Port-Time-Area - This is the size and opening timing of the exhaust and intake ports, versus the size of the cylinder and the rpm. When increasing the displacement of the cylinder, the cylinder has to be bored to a larger diameter. The ports enter the cylinder at angles of approximately 15 degrees. When the cylinder is bore is made larger, the transfer ports drop in height and retard the timing and duration of those ports. The exhaust port gets narrower. If you just over bored and plated a cylinder, it would have much more low end power than stock. Normally tuners have to adjust the ports to suit the demands of the larger engine displacement. Those exact dimension changes can be determined with TSR's Time-Area computer program. Cylinder Head - The head's dimensions must be changed to suit the larger piston. The bore must be enlarged to the finished bore size. Then the squish band deck height must be set to the proper installed squish clearance. The larger bore size will increase the squish turbulence so the head's squish band may have to be narrowed. The volume of the head must be increased to suit the change in cylinder displacement. Otherwise the engine will run flat at high rpm or ping in the mid range from detonation. Exhaust Valves - When the bore size is increased, the exhaust valve to piston clearance must be checked and adjusted. This pertains to the types of exhaust valves that operate within close proximity of the piston. If the exhaust valves aren't modified, the piston could strike the valves and cause serious engine damage. Carb - The piston diameter and carb bore diameter are closely related. The larger the ratio between the piston size and the carb size, the higher the intake velocity. That makes the jetting richer. Figure on leaning the jetting after an engine is over bored. Ignition Timing - The timing can be retarded to improve the over rev. Normally over bored engines tend to run flat on top end. Pipe and Silencer - Because only the bore size is changed, you won't need a longer pipe only one with a larger center section. FMF's line of Fatty pipes work great on engines with larger displacement. Some riders use silencers that are shorter with larger outlets to adjust the back-pressure in the pipe for the larger engine displacement. //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////



Two - Stroke Performance Tuning



Compression Ratio. Most people like to see the compression ratio pushed up as high as possible. High compression has always equated with high horsepower. I agree that the compression ratio should be made as high as practical, but often the manufacturer has already found the limit and built the engine accordingly. All you can do in this instance is check that production tolerances have not lowered the ratio significantly below that which the manufacturer intended. Something you must always remember when dealing with 2-stroke engines is that increasing the compression ratio will not give a power game equivalent to that which you would pick up in a 4-stroke engine. Heat is the enemy of 2-stroke engines and stitching the compression ratio to give a 10% power increase will possibly results in only a 3 percent rise at the most; the rest will be lost in heat energy and pumping losses. However, at lower engine speeds the cylinder will not be completely with fuel / air mixture and the power may jump by 5-6% because there is not such a heat loss. This is, in fact, the real benefit of raising the compression ratio, not to increase maximum power but to pick up mid-range power and possibly widen the power band. Because so much confusion exists in the motorcycle industry relating to compression ratio we need to define exactly what is meant by determine compression ratio. compression ratio is defined as the ratio of the vacuum of the cylinder with the piston at TDC to the volume after the cylinder with the piston at BDC. CR = Compression Ratio CV = Cylinder Volume CCV = Combustion Chamber Volume CR = CV + CCV ..............CCV CV is found with the formula: Pi.D(2) X S 4000 where Pi = 3.1416 D = bore diameter in mm S = Stroke Example of a CV: bore = 51.5mm stroke = 60mm CR = 14:1 Thus: CV = Pi.(D)2 X S = 124.98cc ......................4000 Measured with a burette CCV is found to be 9.8cc Thus CR = CV + CCV = 124.98 + 9.8 = 13.75:1 ......................CCV.................9.8 Therefore the engine has a compression ratio just a bit lower than that specified. If we wanted a 15:1 ratio we would need to adjust the chamber volume. To find the required chamber volume that we would need , we use the formula: CCV = CV___ ............ CR - 1 = 124.98 = 124.98 = 8.93cc .....15 - 1 ........14 Thus the volume must be reduced from 9.8cc to 8.93 = 0.97cc reduction. We skim the head to reduce the volume and find the displacement calculation of: S = CV X 4000 ............Pi.(D)2 = 0.87 X 4000 = 0.42mm ....Pi X (51.5)2



Two-stroke ignition systems Somehow the air/fuel mixture has to be ignited. It's really important. It needs to be lit at exactly the right time, every time. So why have motorcycle manufacturers put such wimpy ignition systems on their bikes? My first bike was a '36 Harley. It had points and a condenser and a coil, which was a good ignition system. In 1936. Then I got a '52 Triumph Thunderbird which I just loved - except for the ignition system. It had a magneto from the beloved electrical works of Joseph Lucas, the Prince of Darkness. I guess the English thought magnetos were better than points-condenser-coil systems. Well, maybe - while a points system puts out a weaker spark at high revs, just when you want a more robust spark, the magneto puts out a stronger spark when it's spun faster. At least they said it did. But there was a down side to this characteristic: when you were trying to start the damn thing (with a kick starter, no electric starters in those days) the magneto put out its weakest spark. Or, just as often, no spark at all. A coil/points system, by contrast, puts out its hottest spark at low revs. There was a scheme that managed to combine the worst characteristics of both these systems - a design so poor that even Lucas wouldn't use it. It was called the "energy transfer system" rather optimistically, since it didn't transfer a whole lot of energy to anywhere. I had such a system on the wonderfully quick and lithe Bultaco Metralla in the '60s. I thought nothing of pulling over to the curb, getting out the flywheel extractor and cleaning a nearly undetectable film from the points. Seems like I went through this exercise about every two weeks. Now that was a weak spark. The Bultaco was Spanish, but as I recall the Italians went one better than the Spaniards: they had an energy transfer system on one bike, it might have been the Benelli, where the ground return for the e/t ignition was through the taillight. Here's a great scenario - you're riding your buzzy 175cc single at night, in the rain, (really, we were that brave/stupid) and the filament in the taillight vibrates to death. Again. Guess what? No taillight, no ignition spark, no go. Then came the Japanese. Took all the adventure out of motorcycling, they did - at least with the fourstrokes. You could just ride the thing, never opening your toolkit for months on end. And we were back to points-condenser-coil systems, just like thirty years before. (There was an electronic ignition system on some of the Kawasaki triples in the '70s, but they generated so much radio hash and television interference that they were abandoned and Kawasaki went back to points-condenser-coil again.) About this time the Yamaha RD350 took the sportbike world by storm. It was called the "pocket rocket", it was quick, it was cheap. And it had one of the worst ignition coils ever made. If you had an RD and were using Yamalube oil in the injector system (or worse, as premix at 20:1) you'd better carry extra spark plugs in your pocket. Even with perfect carburetion you'd be replacing fouled plugs every couple of weeks - and if the carburetion wasn't perfect, it could be every day. A sandblast-type spark plug cleaner was a good investment. Sometime around 1975 the lads at Cycle Magazine wrote an article about their experiments with coils for two-strokes. They tested the pitiful stock coils and several aftermarket automobile coils and found huge gains in spark strength with the car coils. Immediately RDs everywhere had two car coils strapped to the frame downtubes, ballast resistors replaced the stock coils under the tank, and things were much better. Here's an area where we can thank the Feds and their smog regulations: if they hadn't been forced to, the manufacturers would never have changed from points-and-condenser systems (or worse) to electronic ignition systems and we'd still have to carry a pocketful of spark plugs whenever we leave home.



For twenty years or so I ran the car coils on my beloved RD350. It was a lot tidier after I installed the RZ350 fairing, I could hide the coils under it. If the carburetion was wrong, though, it was still easy to foul spark plugs - and if you had tossed the stock airbox and installed K&N air filters, as many did, it could be a long time, or never, before you got the carburetion right. The sparkplugs wore holes in several jacket pockets. Still, once the carburetion was right (using synthetic injection oil) I could get more than 3000 miles on a set of plugs.



I recently found a manufacturer who is still making electronic ignition systems for the RD and I just installed one. It works beautifully, good hot spark, no more points adjustment. It's the Piranha system from Newtronic Systems Ltd. Recommended!



How they work Points-condenser-coil ignition: The coil is really a transformer with two windings which are called the primary and secondary. The turns ratio is around 100 or 150 to one, meaning that for every single turn in the primary winding there are 100150 turns in the secondary. This means that for every volt put into the primary winding when the points open there will be 100 to 150 volts in the secondary, which is connected to the spark plug. The ignition points are simply a switch that's opened and closed by a small cam on the end of the crankshaft (in a two-stroke). While the points are closed, current from the battery flows in the series circuit comprised of the coil primary and the points. Nothing happens when there is steady current flow in this circuit. But when the points are pushed open by the points cam, current flow abruptly stops and a very useful phenomenon comes into play: the sudden ending of current flow in the inductor that is the coil primary causes a collapse of the magnetic field that had been set up by the steady current flow. The sudden collapse of this field generates an "inductive kick" (properly called counter-emf) which is of much higher peak voltage than the battery voltage that had been causing the steady current flow. If the battery voltage is 12 volts, the peak voltage of the counter-emf will be around 200 volts across the primary of the coil. With a turns ratio of 100:1 the peak voltage in the secondary coil will be 20,000 volts which should be enough to fire the spark plug. So what does the condenser do? First of all, it's properly called a capacitor, has been since the late 1940s. A capacitor can be thought of as a device that blocks direct current (DC) but allows alternating current (AC) to pass through it. The inductive kick we generated with the opening of the points starts in the primary of the coil, flows through the condenser which is connected across the open points, and passes on to ground (the chassis of the bike) to complete the circuit back to the battery.



Energy transfer system: This scheme is similar to the points-condenser-coil system except that there's no battery. There is, however, an alternator being spun on the end of the crankshaft, similar to the one that would charge the battery in a conventional points system. The alternator winding is connected directly to the points and condenser that feed the coil, and the points and alternator winding are synchronized so that the points open just as the alternator coil is at the peak of its sine-wave output voltage. Sounds reasonable. The major problem is that when you're trying to kick the damn thing over, the peak voltage from the alternator winding is pretty weak, and consequently so is the spark.



Capacitor-discharge (CD) system: Electronic ignition systems are usually CD systems. Here we still have the ignition coil, as in the other systems, but there is no steady current flow in it. Instead, there is a capacitor in the black box that's charged to several hundred volts by an electronic oscillator that steps up the 12 volts DC from the battery. Then, at the right time, a switch (usually optical or magnetic) that's actuated by a disk on the end of the crankshaft puts out a pulse that causes a switching transistor (also in the black box) to dump the capacitor's several hundred volts into the coil. The coil is now just acting as a transformer that takes the 300 volt pulse and transforms it to about 30,000 volts for the spark plug (remember the 100:1 turns ratio). There are three major advantages over coil-points-condenser systems: • Higher voltage for a hotter spark. • Faster "rise time" - that is, the pulse goes from zero volts to its maximum maybe five times faster than the inductive kick, so the quick spark can fire a fouled spark plug that would cause the slower voltage rise from the inductive kick to bleed off through the deposits on the insulator rather than jump the spark plug's gap.



•



No moving parts except the disk, so no mechanical wear. Once the timing is set it should never change. The ignition coil in an OEM (original equipment) CD ignition system has less inductance than a conventional ignition coil, allowing an even faster risetime, but aftermarket systems often use the original standard ignition coil. If the aftermarket CD system can handle the higher switching current of the CD-type coil it will produce a hotter spark. I'm going to investigate this issue with my new Pirhana CD system. Stay tuned.
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Basic Manual 

affichée à partir de l'affichage d'index sont différentes de celles qui ...... soit, électronique ou mécanique, y compris par reproduction photographique ou.
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Aquafitness basic 

La formation AQUAFITNESS BASIC permet d'apprentissage des clÃ©s d'un enseignement de qualitÃ© d'un standard de niveau international, afin d'Ãªtre autonome ...
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Basic Manual 

Index-display lever (T/W). 2Shutter button. 3Mode dial. 4Self-timer lamp/AF assist lamp. 5Control panel. 6Diopter adjustment dial. 75-pin external flash socket.
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Basic fit 

Un avis que partage Hilla Levy Aslan, coach sportive à l'Orange Bleue Strasbourg parc des. Forges. En un an, elle a assisté au départ de 20% de la clientèle de ...
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Basic Fit 

du territoire, l'offre de la chaÃ®ne nÃ©erlandaise low cost Basic Fit n'est pas passÃ©e inaperÃ§ue chez les professionnels du fitness en France. L'arrivÃ©e de ce nouvel.
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Basic Concepts.pdf 

price, the number of shares traded in the most recent trade, and the total .... any specific code for a SortedCollection, it would inherit everything that is written for.
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